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1. LOU -ENTIRE TEXT.

SUMMARY
-------

2. IN A TOUR D’HORIZON ON HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICES IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, DOMINICAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE PRESIDENT VIRGILIO ALMANZAR NOTED RECENT EXAMPLES OF AREAS OF CONCERN, AMONG THEM:

--SELF-CENSORSHIP BY THE MEDIA,
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--INDISCRIMINATE DETentions IN POLICE ROUNDUPS,

--DISREGARD FOR JUDICIAL PROCEDURES,

--THE MAY DISAPPEARANCE OF NARCISO GONZALEZ.

ALMANZAR, WHO ALONG WITH FELLOW COMMITTEE MEMBER MARCELINO DE LA CRUZ MET WITH POLOFF OCTOBER 13, ALSO RECOUNTED A JULY INCIDENT DURING WHICH HE RECEIVED DEATH THREATS FROM THE SECOND IN COMMAND...
DECONTROLLED/UNCLASSIFIED

OF SANTO DOMINGO’S LA VICTORIA PRISON. ALMANZAR SAID HE HAS FILED
CHARGES AGAINST THE POLICE OFFICIAL IN POLICE COURT. END SUMMARY.

----------------------------------------
MEDIA "SELF-CENSORSHIP"
----------------------------------------

3. IN AN INTRODUCTORY MEETING WITH POLOFF OCTOBER 13, DOMINICAN
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE (DHRC) PRESIDENT VIRGILIO ALMANZAR LAMENTED
THE STATUS OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. TO
ILLUSTRATE, HE USED THE EXAMPLE OF THE RECENT SERIES OF WHAT HE
CALLED INDISCRIMINATE AND INEFFECTIVE POLICE ROUNDUPS OF ALLEGED
CRIMINALS AROUND THE COUNTRY. HE SAID THE DHRC HAD CALLED A PRESS
CONFERENCE TO BRING ATTENTION TO THE SUBJECT EARLIER IN THE WEEK.
THE PRESS CONFERENCE WAS WELL-ATTENDED, ALMANZAR SAID, WITH MORE
THAN A DOZEN REPRESENTATIVES OF NEWS ORGANIZATIONS PRESENT. WHEN
NOTHING APPEARED IN THE PRINT MEDIA OR ON TELEVISION ABOUT THE
EVENT, THE DHRC PRESIDENT SAID, HE CALLED SOME JOURNALISTS WHO
COLLABORATE WITH THE GROUP, AND WHO HAD BEEN PRESENT AT THE PRESS
CONFERENCE, TO INQUIRE ABOUT WHAT HAPPENED. THE JOURNALISTS TOLD
HIM THE WORD HAD COME DOWN FROM THEIR SUPERIORS NOT TO BOTHER WITH
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THE STORY.
-----------------------------------------
INDISCRIMINATE DETentions
-----------------------------------------

4. IN THE PERIODIC POLICE ROUNDUPS, DOMINICAN AUTHORITIES BRING
INTO CUSTODY SOMETIMES HUNDREDS OF PERSONS FROM A PARTICULAR
NEIGHBORHOOD OR AREA. THE AUTHORITIES THEN CHECK NAMES AGAINST
POLICE INVESTIGATION RECORDS. HOW LONG AN INNOCENT PERSON IS HELD
BEFORE BEING RELEASED, DEPENDS ON HOW QUICKLY THE NAMECHECKS ARE
DONE. ALMANZAR SAID THE ROUNDUPS ARE, AT BEST, INEFFECTIVE POLICE
ACTIVITY AND WITHOUT A DOUBT AN OBJECTIONABLE HUMAN RIGHTS
PRACTICE. HE ALSO NOTED THAT THE PRACTICE WAS INDICATIVE OF THE
SHORTCOMINGS IN THE DOMINICAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM. ALMANZAR SAID THE
DHRC, IN THE HOPES OF FOCUSING POLICE EFFORTS MORE ON THE
INVESTIGATIVE PROCESS TO SOLVE CRIMES, HAD COMPILED A LIST OF SOME
TWO DOZEN OPEN CRIMINAL CASES UPON WHICH THE RECENT ROUNDUPS HAD
HAD NO EFFECT. IT WAS THIS LIST THAT THE GROUP Sought TO MAKE
PUBLIC AT ITS PRESS CONFERENCE.

---------------------------------------------
DISREGARD FOR JUDICIAL PROCEDURES
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5. Another shortcoming in the Dominican judicial system, Almanzar commented, is the large number of persons imprisoned without charges and those who continue to be detained despite orders for their release. He lamented how this issue had gotten mixed up with the drug trafficking issue. While drug traffickers are only one group of persons affected by this failing, he said, they have limited official use.

Focused resources on the issue through their lawyers' involvement with local groups that are bringing human rights attention to the matter. This drug connection makes more difficult efforts to raise public awareness which could contribute to the development of reforms.

The disappearance of Narciso Gonzalez

6. Almanzar was also critical of the police investigation of the disappearance of Narciso Gonzalez, the University of Santo Domingo professor who was last seen May 26. The DHRC president commented that if the chief of police really wanted to solve the case, he would have appointed a high-ranking officer to head the investigation. Asked about the three police colonels overseeing the case, Almanzar said they were figureheads and that the day-to-day work on the case is handled by an officer with the rank of major. Almanzar alluded that the police had not fully pursued all the leads on the case because they could result in high-ranking officials being implicated. He did not elaborate the point, adding only that he suspected military intelligence to be involved.
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FACE-TO-FACE DEATH THREATS

7. ALMANZAR SAID HE HAD JOINED WITH NEARLY A DOZEN OTHER PERSONS TO FORM A "TRUTH COMMITTEE" TO WORK ON THE GONZALEZ CASE. THE COMMITTEE IS CHAIRED BY THE VICERECTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SANTO DOMINGO AND THE SANTO DOMINGO INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. ACCORDING TO ALMANZAR, AND LATER REITERATED IN AN ARTICLE IN THE AFTERNOON TABLOID "EL NACIONAL", THE MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE BELIEVE THE DOMINICAN AUTHORITIES HAVE NOT PROVIDED A "SATISFACTORY EXPLANATION" OF WHAT MAY HAVE HAPPENED TO GONZALEZ. THE COMMITTEE'S STATED OBJECTIVE IS TO ASSURE "THE PUNISHMENT OF THE GUILTY PARTIES."

8. THE DHCR PRESIDENT RECOUNTED HOW DURING A VISIT TO SANTO DOMINGO'S LA VICTORIA PRISON IN JULY, HE AND A COLLEAGUE RECEIVED DEATH THREATS FROM THE PRISON'S DEPUTY COMMANDER, A COLONEL WITH A REPUTATION FOR BRUTALITY. THE OFFICER, ALMANZAR SAID, HAD BEEN
DECONTROLLED/UNCLASSIFIED

Reinstated earlier in the year after being suspended for torturing prisoners. The purpose of the visit was to interview prisoners alleged to have been beaten by the officer with a strip of rubber from a truck tire whereby the treads cause especially painful lesions. Forced to wait nearly two hours in the midday sun, the human rights activists met with prisoners for less than ten minutes before the officer terminated the visit. He ordered Almanzar and his colleagues to line up to leave. After an hour and forty-five minutes again waiting in the open sun, the officer verbally assaulted them and pronounced his threats of fatal harm. Almanzar said he has filed a complaint against the officer in police court and with the chief of police.

COMMENT

9. A professor and a lawyer, Almanzar is the most recent president of the twelve-year-old DHRC. He is intent on keeping the organization active and focused on the Dominican Republic's human rights problems. He is knowledgeable and readily conversant on the limited official use
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RANGE OF HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES DISCUSSED IN THIS MEETING IN BOTH A DOMINICAN AND INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT.
HRINAK
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